
700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

New mp3 Boss poetry reading

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car would have come off the Ford assembly line on Lennon's 
66th BDay in 2006 if Yoke would have exposed the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car 

invented by me in Oct of 1980... observed on hidden cameras by Observers!

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Estrogen-progestin pills killed 10's of thousands of women.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- MD's knew about this link to breast cancer for 10 years.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- MD's wanted more money from Estrogen-progestin Rx.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- MD's invested this money into Oil during a Oil Genocide Era.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Katie Couric, 40k will die in 2006 from breast cancer.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- In 2006 40k died + burned in gasoline, for more oil money.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Gen Pace pulls off a successful Coup D'Etat, save all these lives?

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Iran and Israel nukes were paid for by Oil Genocide Money.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- "Oil Czar" Putin is killing KGB spies who want his oil money!

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Studded snow tires are not advertised in Moscow or Colorado.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- MD's would lose $50 million if studded snow tires were the law.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- "Time" person of the year should be  "Oil Men Mass Murderers".

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Born in Saudi Arabia today you get a free University Education.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Born in USA today you are born into infinite Genocides by Bush.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Gravity didn't evolve, it was invented, so can gravity control.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Nancy Grace didn't invent a way to prevent crime or help me to.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- GPS for the masses would locate murdered wives + lost hikers.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Observers watching us on hidden cameras have the best job!

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- Of all those behind the hidden cameras in this Orwellian Society who 
could have exposed the suppression of the electric windmill car invented in 1980 who didn't I 
must pick the leaders of the YMCA in Estes Park Colorado as the worst as they aligned with Bush 
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one week before 9-11 and if instead they would of exposed the suppression of the electric 
windmill car then the news of this would of cause the 9-11 attack the next week to be 
nonexistence, and the USA would never have attacked Iraq twice. The men and women of the 
YMCA should be burned alive in gasoline after they are convinced at the Oil Genocide Trials, I 
will certainly testify against all of them in Colorado.

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

thanks

        

15 Dec 2006 Friday ----- 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

thanks

Quid Pro Quo $10 Billion in Oil bribes for Colorado alone... Quid Pro Quo 
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Katie Couric CBS News 9-11-2006 - Genocide via Oil Men

Rice at the State Dept profits from 6 million white cops who have burned in gasoline or who 
will burn in gasoline - this will be exposed at the Oil Genocide Trials after a successful Coup 

D'Etat on Bush

The fiery tanker below... burning in the flames in the black smoke you can see the small flames 
from the SUV. This will be cloned every day in 2006 sometimes twice a day for 365 days. 

The fiery tanker... burning in the flames in the black smoke you can see the small flames from 
the SUV. This will be cloned every day in 2006 sometimes twice a day for 365 days. Boss poem 

and poetry reading is based on those burning in the small flames of their SUV in this picture... 
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while those in Colorado get $1 billion in bribes to go along with the suppression of the Electric 
Windmill Car.

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

 

8 Dec 2006 9-11 and Iraq would never have taken any lives if One billion Electric Windmill 
Cars were on the road today, on Lennon's 66th BDay.

         

Here in Boulder Colorado the Daily Camera newspaper reporters tore up Officers Jason's 
pictured above when I put up posters of this web page on the Pearl Street Mall, which is next to 
the newspaper HQ. Only a man could destroy a picture of a cop burnt in gasoline when his cop 
car was rear ended, a women even a women in this Orwellian Society would not have torn up 
the cops picture above.

8 Dec 2006 9-11 and Iraq would never have taken any lives if One billion Electric Windmill 
Cars were on the road today, on Lennon's 66th BDay.

I didn't expect to be stifled in getting the cure for cancer after I invented the 
Electricwindmillcar in 1980 but this is a far worst Orwellian Society then George Orwell ever 
wrote about.  Melanoma kills 8k a year unless you are Senator McCain then the government 
will spent $1 million on you, 1 million women have died of breast cancer since 1980 who 
would of lived if $1 million was spent on each in hospital bills. This is far, far worst Orwellian 
Society than George Orwell wrote about. 
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www.electricwindmillcar.com    

10 Billion light years from Earth there are 100's of galaxies... Suppression of the invention of 
the Electricwindmillcar in 1980 - killed many generations of NASA inventions and missions to 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth - Leno would write jokes about this being worst than 
going through life with a face burned in a fiery car wreck... if you worked for NASA and 
refused to be a whistle blower.

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 
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GRB 050904 is 11 billion light years from Earth.

immunoglobulin G (IgG) sold behind the counter at the Pharmacy... would save 1 million 
lives a year. This scenario would be reality if the Electricwindmillcar was a reality on Lennon's 
66th BDay.

Yale's history will suffer - Bush will be arrested for Genocide, and impeached for selling organs 
to Saudi Princes while Americans waiting for organs died. This is far, far worst than any 
Orwellian Society should keep off the nightly news.  $4,495 for the new Sony EVI-HD1 high 
definition camera designed for videoconferencing ideal for Yale Medical School but light 
years from getting any of Yale's $18 billion in the Bank.... this is a Genocide, if Yale spent 
$1billion on Sony's $4,495 videoconferencing HD camera for health care 1 million lives would 
be saved, 1 billion eventually just for spending $1 billion of Yale's $18 billion they have in the 
bank today, 8 Dec 2006

Difference between male and female detectives who know of cops burned and burned to death 
when their cop car was rear ended. Moscow cops will Kill Putin and his whole family when they 
find out about the Electricwindmillcar's invention and suppression since 1980.

700 shuttles docked together like a coal train has been lost by the coal mine owners of the 
world. 

Hydrogen jet fuel produced for free by taking along a gallon of water in your electric 
windmill car. 

8 Dec 2006 Lennon's 66th BDay and the ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford assembly line 
today.... 1 billion electricwindmillcars on the road today, No! this was stifled by Bush, 
Kennedy, McCain, Jay Leno... grin. The smell of flesh sizzling in gasoline is what Leno jokes 
about turning it in his Beverly Hills Mansion cracking a million jokes about burning in 
gasoline in the Oil Genocide Era. Naive people go to Vegas to hear a hours monolog and the 
jokes are not the same as on tv, they are gross, dirty jokes you did not expect to hear. 
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1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car coming off the Ford assembly line on Lennon's 66th BDay if 
Yoke would have exposed its suppression. 10-9-2006 Lennon's 66th BDay  

     

8 Dec 2006 dentures for 1 billion people is not in the news, nursing home abuse was a story by 
Katie Couric but far, far worst is having a tooth ach in the nursing home. You will wait a week 
or two for a dentist.... CBS will not report this nursing home abuse until the electric windmill 
car is on the roads of the USA.

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

Free University education and Health care is only for those born in Saudi Arabia, now Bush 
wants all Saudi students in the USA to be treated like VIP's. Politics to get free Health Care and 
Universities here depends on who exposes the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car invented 

in October of 1980. 

 Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat

 

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

Shelling Oil for a Latte, With A new Wife!

Who will be the Goddess of Inspiration

To "Drive" to the cure for cancer and gravity control!

Paul McCartney also married the wrong "kind" of woman and let Linda die of breast cancer I 
could of cured the world of breast cancer if only Paul had exposed the suppression of the 

Electric Windmill Car in 1980.

Nancy Grace and the court tv women in NYC...
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Wives in this Orwellian Society in an Oil Genocide Era must spit in the face of Generals and Oil 
Men... those who will not expose the oil genocide and those who profit from the oil genocide. As 
someone else kids are in the back seat of the car rear ended as it burst into flames burning 3 
kids in the back seat... this sernearo has happened 100's of times since I invented the electric 

windmill car in 1980 and is documented by the CIA and KGB.

 

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

   

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 light years 
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Alpha Centauri B 4.3 light years 
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 light years 
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years 
Sirius B 8.6 light years 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 
Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 
Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 
Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

 

New mp3 Boss poetry reading

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

Please send cash or check to  Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Any donation 
will help me expose the electric windmill car,  thanks

1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car

One Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford assembly line 

on Lennon's 66th BDay...

1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car

Senator McCain will end his life in a Federal Prison worst than the one he spent 7 years in 
during the Vietnam War. 
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     Pictures 100's of vacation pictures

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

 Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

Restitution, like other legal responses, can be triggered by any one of a variety of causative events. These are events in 
the real world which trigger a legal response. Broadly speaking, an obligation to make restitution can be triggered by 
two different types of causative event one is letting tens of thousands of women and kids burn in fiery car wrecks since 
October of 1980 when the electric windmill car was invented second all the lost social inventions that would of been 
made with the euphoria growing up with the electric windmill car.  

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

   

 
Names of the stars close to Earth....  
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Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 
Alpha Centauri B 4.3 
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 
Wolf 359 7.6 
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 
Sirius A 8.6 light years 
Sirius B 8.6 
Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 
Luyten 726-8B 8.9 
Ross 154 9.4 
Ross248 10.3 
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 
Luyten 789-6 10.8 
Ross 128 10.8 light years 

NASA - Criminal Restitution for Shuttle

Deaths because  a New fleet of Shuttles would be

flying in an Electric windmill car Era!

"In Americans Forest"

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 

Veterans Day it will become "Oil Genocide Day"

Katrina by  © Greg Buell 10 Sept 2005

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 

                                 "In Americans Forest"

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3005 

Introduction to the Light Year Conquest Corporation 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3005 

 

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 

 

After reading the book "Before The Big Bang"
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 A Day to look Back at Before the Big Bang - BDay Card click here 

I wrote a new Happy Birthday Poem - Big Bang One 

Happy Birthday -- old BDAY Poem -- compare them. 

Looking for Wife's to work with Inventing  -  Click Here 

Uncensored Version of the poem Famous Wives 

Seduce her – come over to my place and invent something -- Her Inventions  

Millions for a Womans Inspiration  

"Sisters Rescued by No More Oil" 

Greg + Leslie's Christmas Day Poem 

2004 New Years Day Poem 

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 

Famous Wife in a Orwellian Society 

I spent my 57th Bday Re-Inventing Gravity  

Seduce her – come over to my place and invent something -- Her Inventions  

Introduction to the Light Year Conquest Corporation 

Introduction to the Light Year Conquest Corporation

Orwell Ian Hell of No Sex and Alone on New Years Day 2003

5,784 People Burned to Death in Gasoline in 2002 for Oil Money

4th of July 2002 Poem

Invent or Die                                                           March 21, 2002 update

Particle Measuring Systems Boulder Colorado     March 10, 2002 update

Elite Cocaine Users In Boulder Colorado
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55th BDay Poem

NYC WTC Attack and Suppressed Electric Windmill Car

Burning Fuel Rushing into the World Trade Center Buildings

Burning Fuel Rushing into the Russian Helicopter

Texas Oil Kings will Sacrifice NYC for More Oil Money

Oil King's Women and Hitler's Women 

Happy Birthday

Regina Micha a Israeli Women at Exabyte

"Do you want to have sex with me?"

4th of July 2001 Caesar vetoed Independence from Oil Kings

No Women Doctors Are Running for President in 2000

Hidden Cameras In Every Home

400 HOSPITAL SHIP AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 

Visit MIT, Invent Gravity Control

100 Million People Inventing

Supreme Court Colliding with the Electric Windmill Car

Mother Theresa's Super Computer

Movie of Mother Theresa

MY LAI Vietnam

New "SPACE TELESCOPE" Every Year

Star Travels and War's Logistics

Statisticians
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Prevail Using Surgery

Invention are underutilized Except in War

Laser Guided Cars Vs The Laser Guided Bombs

Top Brass Harvest Cocaine

Tremors Thinking About Inventing

Ultimate Fantasies of Light Year Space Travel 

Under Attack from any One of 100 Billion Aliens

Universe is Accelerating Faster Each Day

USA Sells The H-Bomb Lifestyle

Utopian Novel That Lobotomizes Mad Men

Perplexing - World Leaders are Insane

POW Inventor Invents an End to War on Earth

Nepal King Executed 800 People in Police Custody

Presidents Aborts Million Babies a Year and Our Universe

President and University Presidents Spit on Time's Element

They Lost 1,001 Spin Off Inventions from the Electric Windmill Car

Star Travel Peace Treaty at the UN Is a Top Secret

Weapons In School

School Days the Silent Movie

Scientific American Articles Censor 700 Shuttles

Sweden Sells Arms Not Sex to Poor Nations

Double Hernia 11/23/97
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

Chinas Shenzhou Space Ship in Orbit

NASA is 1,000 Years from Light Year Travels

NASA Coup Would Hang Orwell an Oil Kings

Nuclear Weapon Workers Sick With Cancers

Oasis in Their War Mentality

Observe 50 Billion Light Yeas

Generals Navigate Blind Without Stars or Galaxies

Oil at 10 Cents a Barrel

Independence Day From Oil and Aliens

Jealous of His Inventions President tries to Prevent More

Kennedy’s Nobel Prize 

Who Would Kill Their Boss ?

Nepal King Will Not Campaign For Organ Donation

She Said Lousy Lover He Hit Her With His Golf Club

On The Kitchen Table She Lay Reflecting

Please read the - "Confession" books by Tolstoy and Rousseau

Light Year Missions at NASA

Orwell an Hidden Camera Women Spy on You

Manhattan Project A Bomb and Now NYC a Nuke Target

Self Mastery and Masters of the Universe

MD Cronyism will Lead USA to WW III

1Billion Women MD's Wild Women
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

Medicine Man and Total Recall Movies

Memorial for the Universe Killed in War

Microsoft is a Cancer on Society

Mind Boggling Inventions Someone will Realize

Miraculous Inventions Era Not In our Oil and Coal Era

MIT and now Invention Institute of Technology IIT

NYC won the Court Battle on the Design of the Nuclear War Memorial

No Hospital Ship Aircraft Carriers Ever Never Ever Never

55 mph will become 55 light years per hour

Excitement of Infinity

Intentions With the Ability to Get the Invention

Intimidated not to sign the Light Year Peace Treaty

Inventions of The Next Century 

Stealing of Warp Speed By the Ruling Class

Invented Universe 27 September 1997

Invent Something

Iran Oil Money Has Bought Nukes

Endeavor and Discovery With Exposed Wiring

New England Sailing for Another Solar System

Eyes Wide Open to Shut this Out

University and University Education Has Failed

Formula
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

French Breast Cancer Guidelines 

Garcia Killed his Ex-girlfriend Moments Before Her Wedding

Gravity Engine Built by Inventors 

Gravity That Holds Back the Assembly Line

Strongest Gravity its Source

Hack Into Alien TV Signals

He will Almost single handedly End War on Earth

Helicopter Rescue at 20,012 Feet

Hidden Camera Society Spy's On You

High Stakes Inventing

Anti Collision Radar for your Car

We Know Casino Owners Bought City Hall

Chinese Defectors are Slacker on the Job in the USA

Cohen says he will not apologize for USA Wars

Earth Will be Destroyed by the Oil Politics of the USA

Deaf and Dumb Stifle a Cancer Cure and Much More

Army Doctors are not for the Light Year Conquest

Our Drive to a Billion Stars

Drivers Who Floor it When The Light Turns Red

DVD and CD RW Without Any Moving Parts

Element Discovered Dissecting Time 

Elite Have Ruined the Department of Education
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

End to Traffic Wrecks and Pollution

USA Leads the World in Crimes Against Humanity via Oil Genocide

563,000 Cancer Refugees

Cockpit of the 747 Shuttle will require 100 Cray computers 

A Pleasant List of Things to Invent

Would You Torment People You Watch on Hidden Cameras ?

Admiral Must Suppress

Eavesdropping on Aliens

Aliens when Discovered will Revolutionize Earth

Appetite is for Nearest Star Travels

Assembly Line Auditors don’t Record a Friends Mistakes

Bar Code Across Your Forehead

Missile Defense or 700 Warp Speed Shuttles

Bombing the Chinese Embassy

Boss Lost Others their Electric Car Gift

Our Sun in 6 Billion Years

21 years after the Electric Car Invention

Who Cheated You Out of 2,500 Space Stations?

366 CPU over clocked to 550 

4.3 Light Years then on to 2.2 Million Light Years

Exhaust Gas and Fiery Car Crashes are USA's Genocide

3 Million Dead in Vietnam  + 3 Million Dead in Tibet
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

When We Get Married

Broken Tooth Needs a Titanium Fix

The waste land - Our Universe

Hellish Glee When Observing This Universe 

Top Observers Fear I Will Find a Cancer Cure

What Came Before the Big Bang

USA Coal Deaths and USA Electric Windmill Car

Orwellian Hell of no sex and alone on New Years Day 2003 click here 

Resume 16 June 2005

Kelly Services Temps Melissa Bergen

Vacation Diary

Old news 

Picture of the Southern Cross with light year distance of all the stars.

 

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/impeachbush.html

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 

Presidents Day and Veterans Day will become "Oil Genocide Day"

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

 

Kuwait will maintain its oil policy 

Of free Universities, Health Care, Social Security 
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

French President says let them burn in gasoline...  

we need the oil money. 

I'm home alone not working on a cure for breast cancer or 1,001 invention projects. Besides 
the electric windmill car, I have over 100 inventions some are very impressive.. I hoped to 
impress women enough for them to accept my proposal to join me in a 100 wife commune 
working 24/7 to get the cure for cancer and gravity control - I will have to wait for Gen. 
Orwell (ha!) to do the paperwork to get me out of here (Hell) to work on 1,001 invention projects and a cure for 
breast cancer. I am ripe and ready to work 24/7 with 100 Goddesses!

Observers in our Orwellian society are part of my life, run my life, ruin the lives of those who 
die from cancer by not letting me work on a cure for cancer, so the decision to work 24/7 is not 
just up to me but who ever runs things in our Orwellian society. Gen. Orwell will not let me 
work on a cure for cancer and gravity control because of the Vietnam War Era. Today it's the 
Oil Genocide Era with the Electric Windmill Car being suppressed since 1980 resulting in 6 
million cops and kids burning and burning to death in fiery car wrecks. This is a crime 
against humanity by DC Observers and Observers from the UN!

Here in Boulder Colorado "Observers" get $$$$ bribes from DC. And our local University CU got 3 Nobel 
Prizes as bribes to not expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car - they will all hang. Those in Boulder and those in 
Sweden. Imagine Court TV and Nancy Grace talking about this Oil 

 

 

Putin calls this... "The Two Superpower's Genocide" 

via Oil  - we are addicted to oil money and

suppressing ...

the Electric Windmill Car Era and its Inventor

from getting the cure for cancer + gravity control!!!

 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/impeachbush.html
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

New mp3 Boss poetry reading

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

New - Tokyo $ 1 Trillion USD in Restitution

For setting girls aflame in gasoline

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

New - Bill Gates $100 Billion in Restitution

For going along with the Oil Genocide Era

New - Germany's $ 1 Trillion USD in Restitution

New - Israel's $ 1 Trillion USD in Restitution

New - Swiss $ 1 Trillion USD in Restitution

New - Rome $ 1 Trillion USD in Restitution

New - NASA - Criminal Restitution for Shuttle

Deaths when a fleet of New Shuttles should be

flying in an Electric windmill car Era!

Germany's Ruling Class knew of the Electric Windmill car invention in 1980 and let 6 Million 
Cops burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. 

Israel's Ruling Class knew of the Electric Windmill car invention in 1980 and let  6 Million 

Cops burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.

Swiss Bankers $$$$$$ profited from 6 million cops and kids burning and burning to death in 
fiery car wrecks. Geneva Switzerland home of the UN profited too.

Conscience's, of the Pentagon Generals, Rumsfeld, Rice who know the electric windmill car is 
being suppressed by the USA government. Military Base cops and kids burning and burning to 
death in fiery rear ended car wrecks. Three kids in the back seat in a ball of fire when rear 
ended. Rumsfeld and his Generals know about this genocide caused by the suppression of the 
Electric Windmill Car since I invented it in 1980. No matter what they tell you on TV you can 
see they have no conscience!
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

All is fair in love and war, women will inspire us to get a cure for breast cancer for the 40k 
women who will die in 2006, and another 40k will die in 2007 from breast cancer. 

Go to   http://www.google.com/  type

greg site:www.inventor-warp-speed.com           then click on web

gravity site:www.inventor-warp-speed.com           then click on web

site:www.inventor-warp-speed.com     click on image and you will get 350 pictures

I have 1 mp3 file you can search for this also. You type the word first then type or paste 

site:www.inventor-warp-speed.com

And ----------

site:www.electricwindmillcar.com

You type a word before site:

then type or paste site:www.inventor-warp-speed.com

Also you can paste    site:www.electricwindmillcar.com ------ then click on Images on the Google bar

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

     Pictures 100's of vacation pictures

"In Americans Forest"

Poem below is about Clinton

"One in a Million" gets the best heart surgery + gets to be a inventor!

Million Lies from Clinton and more will come on his 

deathbed to God 

About the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car 

as this would of prevented 9-11
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700 Shuttles to End War on Earth

 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

 

BROWN DWARF REVEALS MAGNETIC FIELD

 
The space telescope stared at the minuscule star LP 944-20 in Fornax for 12 hours last 
December, looking for any evidence of a corona around the object. The star remained 
unchanged for 9 hours, but then there was an abrupt brightening that lasted about 2 hours. 
Astronomers say the surge of X-rays was due to a stellar flare, not unlike the aurora-
producing flares of our Sun. LP 944-20 is about 16 light-years away and estimated to be only 
500 million years old.

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

NASA could be designing a new fleet of Shuttles and Space Telescopes if they would be the 
"Whistle Blowers" on the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car. NASA has made a 
misjudgment that cost 1,000's of cops and kids their lives in fiery car wrecks decades after the 
invention of the Electric Windmill Car. NASA's misjudgments cost "Society" dual-core Hubble 
Space Telescopes, a new model every year - 2005 model Space Telescope was not purchased by 
the Top Brass at NASA. They ignored 5 billion people on Earth and sold out to Texas Oil men - 
pain of burning in gasoline never enters the thoughts of NASA brass, for Shuttles or fiery car 
wrecks - both the top brass at NASA and the Pentagon could of prevented cops and kids 
burning in fiery car wrecks since 1980. The 2005 Model of the Shuttle and Space station would 
both have "life boats". A law passed by a non-Bush Senate in a Post Oil Genocide Era, as NASA 
would never in a million years put "life boats" on Shuttles and Space Stations in their current 
state of mind.

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

 LP 944-20 is about 16 light-years away. 500 years away from Humanity because of the Top 
Brass. Cure for cancer and gravity control, my 2 pet invention projects are 500 years away 
from Humanity too, because of the Top Brass.  Even the Pope knew and the New Pope knows 
about the Electric Windmill cars suppression and they take this to Top Secret to Judgment Day 
as even the Pope's fear Gen. Orwell more than they fear God. The Electric Windmill car was a 
Godsend suppressed by Carter, Bush, Clinton and Bush + the "Popes" Clinton spent most of his 
time with "sex" at the same time 1,000's burned and burnt to death in fiery car wrecks - Bush 
has a black mistress to take his mind off the 1,000's who burn and burn to death in fiery car 
wrecks.

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

I take my mind off being stifled by the Top Brass by knowing I will get the cure for cancer and 
gravity control when they come out from behind the hidden cameras and let me work as a 
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Inventor. I will make up for all the lost inventions since 1980. I will not be getting any black 
mistresses (grin) but will get many wives for inspiration... and my wives will get many 
inventions.  I take my mind off being stifled by the Top Brass by knowing I will get the cure for 
cancer and gravity control.

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

Faster than the speed of light is possible - by inventing a gravity satellite dish that sucks in 
gravity - sends it through a gravity engine - that propels your Shuttle faster than the speed of 
light by hooking up with gravities pull and using this same gravity coming in through the 
satellite dish for propulsion.

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

Please send cash or check to

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

Any donation will help me expose the electric windmill car,

thanks

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

26 Feb 2006 Sunday ------- Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat

Presidents Day and Veterans Day will become "Oil Genocide Day"

26 Feb 2006 Sunday ------- Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat

UN Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat ----- USA ambassador Bolton said the UN is mismanaged via sex 
and money. Bolton told an audience at a Columbia Law School. The USA ambassador must 
have an Orwellan version of his speech at Columbia Law School telling them 6 Million Cops will 
burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. With MD's, Lawyers, and 100% of UN 
employees profiting from cops burning in fiery rearended car wrecks.

  6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

 

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. Another Genocide, 
this one I call the "oil Genocide" because the Electric Windmill Car was invented in 1980... 
Senator Kennedy observed me brainstorming on hidden cameras... getting the Electric 
Windmill car invention in 1980.

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  
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6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. Other famous 
Genocides were observed by Popes and Presidents who did nothing for years.... Pope John Paul 
II is talking to God about the Electric Windmill car as he knew about its invention way back 
in 1980... WOW!

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

 

Kennedy, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush knew and let 6 Million Cops will burn 
and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. 

Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat ---- when successful will have Genocide Trials and NYC Cops will park 
100's of burnt out cops cars in front of the New York Times and NBC Studios.... Which is owned 
by GE - grin.  Imagine the testimony of the GE executives and Bill Gates when they tell the Chief 
Judge at the Oil Genocide Trial how much they profited from the suppression of the Electric 
Windmill Car!

"Brave New World" will be rewritten and the British Royals will be exposed for murdering 
another Princes along with still being psychotic for more money, even with a Prime Minister 
who is suppose to be their cop.... this Prime Minister Cop let other cops burn in gasoline for more 
oil money and petty cash for himself.

Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

 

 

Bolton at Columbia described the U.N. as inept for not being able to stop Iran from building 
Nukes with Oil money - one of the side effects the Presidents MD did not make public is Oil 
Money, most of it goes for weapons. Kennedy, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush 
knew Oil Money would build Nukes someday but as Bush admitted Texas oil Men are addicted 
to "Oil Money"

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

 

 

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. Another Genocide, 
this one I call the "oil Genocide" because the Electric Windmill Car was invented in 1980... 
Senator Kennedy observed me brainstorming on hidden cameras... getting the Electric 
Windmill car invention in 1980.

USA ambassador Bolton will be convicted and sentenced to death at the Oil Genocide Trials... 
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this will not make the front page of the New York Times as the papers Owners and Editors will 
have 100's of burned out cop cars parked in front of their building for 25 years as a Memorial 
to the 6 Million Cops burned and burned to death in gasoline for more oil money. 

Memorial for 6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.

Kennedy Memorial - Memorial for 6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for 
more oil money.

In 1980... Senator Kennedy observed me brainstorming on hidden cameras... getting the 
Electric Windmill car invention.

Kennedy  will be convicted and sentenced to death at the Oil Genocide Trials... this will not 
make the front page of the New York Times as the papers Owners and Editors will have 100's of 
burned out cop cars parked in front of their building for 25 years as a memorial to the 6 
Million Cops burned and burned to death in gasoline for more oil money. 

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.  

 

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 

     Pictures 100's of vacation pictures

17 Feb 2006 ------- Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice fears that Iran is destabilizing 
the Middle East in Tehran's nuclear ambitions.

Rice and Rumsfeld are in bed with the Top Secret that Oil will be $10 dollars a barrel when the 
electric windmill car is no longer suppressed by the USA government.  Conflict Diamonds are 
documented at the UN. Oil at .10 cents a barrel is top secret at the UN because the USA wants it 
this way. 

Rumsfeld will nuke Iran before he admits the Electric Windmill Car has been suppressed since 
1980 by the USA government.

CNN Paula Zahn reported about cops and cop cars rearended during a traffic stop and 
suppressed Officer Jason who's picture is below and who's burnt out cop car is pictured on his 
web page... 

17 Feb 2006 ------- Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat

Presidents Day and Veterans Day will become "Oil Genocide Day"
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For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

Cartoons of cop cars rearended and burning 

Won't be published in the New York Times!

8 Feb 2006 ------- Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat 

Cartoons in the New York Times of fiery cop cars won't be published until after the suppression 
of the Electric Windmill Car is exposed. Then NYC cops will park 100's of burned out cop cars in 
front of the New York Times and Today Show studios in Manhattan. 

Rice profits from white cops burning in gasoline, this is why she got the job... she will not speak 
out about the hundreds who will burn and burn to death in fiery car wrecks in 2006 yet she 
complains about Cartoon Riots. 

 

 

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

7 pm tonight tune in to make sure Bush is giving the speech 

31 Jan 2006 ------- Fiery 2006 Coup D'Etat 

State of the Universe speech 

someone other than Bush will have to make tonight's Presidential speech.  

1.  The 2006 fiery coup d'etat to get the Electric Windmill Car in the Dealers Showrooms

2.  Fiery burnt faces of cops, kids, wives, troops... Generals are guilty as Hell

3.  For the Fiery coup d'etat of 2006 to be successful tonight's speech by Bush will have to be 
given by someone else.  They would tell the World about the invention of the Electric Windmill 
Car in Oct. 1980 and give a brief history of all our USA presidents suppression of it and the 
deals they made with Saudi Arabia etc... Trial of Bush, Chaney and the Texas Oil Men might 
happen and might not.  No telling as 5 billion people will be so mad I doubt if any of them 
would get a trial.  Electric Windmill Car would have prevented the 9-11 Attack and 2 Iraqi 
Wars that left tens of thousands wounded and dead.... all this happened just so "Bush" could 
get more oil money.

7 pm tonight tune in to make sure Bush is giving the speech 

Veterans Day it will become "Oil Genocide Day"

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

This is Absolute Power and Absolute Power corrupts! 
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22 Jan 2006 ------- Pluto rocket design is not the fastest known to man. You can search Google 
groups and I posted a message years ago about docking rocket sections together in orbit like a 
train then blasting off to Pluto with 7 or 70 rocket section docket together. This would get us to 
Pluto in 2006 not 2015 like the rocket NASA launched this week.  Why did the government go 
with an inferior rocket? Absolute Power of Corruption... I live 43 blocks from Ball Aerospace 
and every time I bike by there a engineer comes out of one of the buildings and spits at me as I 
bike by. This is an example of Absolute Power in a "1984" society. Ultimate example of Absolute 
Power is pouring gasoline over your troops, cops, wives and kids and setting it on fire via fiery 
car wrecks. For more oil money $$$$$$$$$  Another example of Absolute Power is when 5 guys 
from Bosnia spit at me on a Christmas Day at a local ski resort as I was skiing by them, then 
our local Boulder Community Hospital hires all 5 of them to sterilize surgery tools... I had just 
applied for this job saying I wanted it to reinvent surgery tools to save more lives.  The MD in 
charge of this hospital department spit in my face and killed thousands who would of 
benefited from my inventions. This is Absolute Power and Absolute Power corrupts! --- MD's + 
Generals + Popes !

This is Absolute Power and Absolute Power corrupts! 

NEW - Handwritten poem; e-mailed it to CNN CBS NBC ABC 

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

 

"In Americans Forest"

 

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

 

15 Jan 2006

Kuwait will maintain its oil policy 

Of free Universities, Health Care, Social Security 

15 Jan 2006 ------- Kuwait will maintain its oil policy Emir Sheikh Jaber al-Ahmed al-Sabah 
died at 79. Crown Prince Sheikh Saad al-Abdulla al-Sabah, as the new emi.  Kuwait will 
maintain its free University, Medical Care, Social Security and Pension Plans like the one IBM 
just froze. Ironic IBM sells OPEC billions in computers and software while the National Cancer 
Society has no plans on buying a supercomputer and software for Antigen - Antibody research 
to fool your immune system into killing all cancer cells. Kuwait's government is trying to push 
through parliament the $8.5 billion Project involving USA multinationals to upgrade four 
major northern oilfields to help boost its output capacity. USA government has suppressed the 
Electric Windmill Car and its free Hydrogen since October of 1980 - WOW!.  Americans could be 
using hydrogen this winter to heat their homes and generate their own electricity rather than 
the current policy of the USA which just raised heating and electricity rates across the whole 
USA. This is a crime against Humanity by the Bush Government.  USA government has no plans 
for free Universities including free Medical Schools for students. Football dominates CNN not 
my plan to build a Medical School on top of the CU Football stadium. Textbooks are selling for 
over $100 each and the Presidents of USA Universities have no plans to change anything.   We 
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are in the doldrums in an Era that should be getting 1k inventions per day.... spin off 
inventions from the Electric Windmill Car.  Instead we get 1 million barrels of oil a day.  
Below I wrote the French President says let them burn in gasoline... we need the oil money.  
This phase will be on CNN every half hour for months if not years after the Electric Windmill 
car is exposed. "Let Them Burn In Gasoline... we need the oil money." 

French President says let them burn in gasoline...  

we need the oil money. 

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

     Pictures 

"Imagine" ------------ WOW !

7 Jan 2006 ------- COAL DEATHS IN 2006 WILL BE 10,000 A GENOCIDE BY THE USA

COAL DEATHS IN 2006 WILL BE 10,000 

A GENOCIDE BY THE USA GOVERNMENT 

7 Jan 2006 ------- Coal mine deaths are a genocide by the USA government because the 
suppression of the Electric Windmill Car is the only thing that keeps the World Coal Mines open. 
This is a international conspiracy, and even the UN is guilty of perpetuating the COAL MINERS 
GENOCIDE... so Texas and Alaska oil men can make more money from oil. French President is 
also guilty of Genocide as "Today" the French say let them burn in gasoline... we need more oil 
money.

PS 100K will also burn in fiery car wrecks in 2006 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

5 Jan. 2006 --------  COAL ---- Outrage on tv by the wives.

5 Jan. 2006 ====== Electric Windmill Car === Outrage by the wives of COPS burned...
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...And burned to death in fiery rearended car wrecks. CNN will not show these wives on tv any 
time soon as the electric windmill car is being suppressed so COAL MINE owners can cash in on 
the higher prices like Texas and Alaska cash in on higher oil prices. 

5 Jan. 2006 ++++++ Outrage +++++ Over those burned in gasoline for more oil and coal money 
will not be seen on TV.

"Today" the New York Times will not expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car

For This - Generals have suppressed travel to 10 Billion Galaxies 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

     Pictures 100's of vacation pictures

3 Jan. 2006 --------  "Today" Show on NBC with Katie was written by our Orwellan government 
not Katie or the New York Times reporter she was interviewing for 15 minutes about the CIA 
spying. New York Times reporter said these people were whistleblowers yet the CIA asked the 
Justice Dept. to find out who exposed this eavesdropping.  Katie and the New York Times 
reporter both know "Today" cops and kids will burn in fiery car wrecks because the electric 
windmill car is being suppressed. CIA should be exposing the suppression of the Electric 
Windmill Car. CIA should be asking the Justice Dept. to investigate our Oil Genocide Era. 
"Today" ----- Is another day in the Oil Genocide Era in the USA. Katie is famous for cancer, 
stroke, medical stories on "Today" Show... 10's of thousands if not 100's of thousands world wide 
have burnt faces "Today" from being in a fiery car wreck when they should of been driving a 
Electric Windmill Car --- with no gas tank! "Today" CIA will not expose the suppression of the 
Electric Windmill Car === 

Today the New York Times will not expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car ---- 
"Today" ---  3 Jan. 2006
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My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

 

22 Dec. 2005 ----------- Senators from Alaska in opening Oil Drilling === "Let them burn in 
gasoline, Alaska needs the oil money.  Marie  Antoinette lost her head in public in the scandal 
of the Century. On Nightly News last night Senators were mocking all the cops and kids who 
have burned and burnt to a crisp in fiery car wrecks since 1980 - Senators think they will keep 
their heads, Marie  Antoinette though she would keep her head too. Senator on the Nightly 
News last night talking about the "Scandal of the Century" with a shit eating grin on his face 
and pictures of fiery car wrecks suppressed from Nightly News.  Video of Senators saying let 
them burn in gasoline we need the oil money, will be shown on Nightly News during the Oil 
Genocide Trials. Making the Trial of Saddam look like a petty crime  compared to USA 
Senators debating letting families burn to death in fiery car wrecks for more oil money... $$$$
$ Christmas 2005 and the Senators in our Orwellan Society add insult to Oil Genocide by not 
letting me work on a cure for cancer and gravity control. Local "Observers" stalking me know 
what's going on. They are as helpless as those who will get in a fiery car wreck on Christmas 
Day 2005 and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. ( NEWS Up-DATE 23 Dec 2005 
mturnbell@sun-sentinel.com at this Florida Newspaper reported 33 people were killed in 
Florida last year on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day - he didn't report how many of these 
were fiery car wrecks.) ANOTHER NEWS UPDATE FROM WASHINGTON, DC --- 23 DEC 2005 ---- 62 
Police were killed in traffic wrecks in 2005 but the reporter didn't say how may were like 
Officer Jason pictured below who's cop car was rearended and burst into flames. I would 
speculate more than 62 Cops were burned like Officer Jason (email his picture to everyone www.
officerjason.com click on gallery) Pope is aware of the Oil Genocide and is profiting via DC pay 
off to the Vatican. Christmas 2005 ---- Scandal of this Century and it's only 2005. Though the 
USA government has several different Genocides going on simultaneously. Nightly News the 
Orwellan version in their time zone reports and shows the burnt bodies... And time goes on 
without any real inventors working on dissecting time and gravity, finding the cure for 
cancer and getting gravity control. Bush and his family spit on the Universe and God. Merry 
Christmas from the American Government on Nightly News 2005. Orwellan version of the 
Nightly news viewers must need the sleeping pills in the ads... for sure! Who could sleep with all 
this going on?

22 Dec. 2005 ----------- 

Take along a gallon of water in your Electric Windmill car and you get Oxygen, and 
Hydrogen from free electrolysis. Take a canister of your free hydrogen made with your electric 
windmill car into your house and you will get free electricity and free fuel for your furnace 
and air conditioning. Xcel will be completely out of business - Our Public Service Co.

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

8 Dec. 2005 --- "Imagine" by Lennon now "Orwellan Observers" must imagine no suppression of 
the electric windmill car invented in Oct. 1980. Lennon was shot on 8 Dec. 1980. 10s of 
thousands of cops and kids have been burnt to a crisp like in "Alias" opening scene last night. 
In the "Orwellan Nightly News" there must be nightly video of those burnt like a black marsh 
mellow in their burnt out cars. If this is what's on our "Orwellan Nightly News" every night --- 
George Orwell under estimated the Ruling Class. Peasants could kill 10 million "Chinese 
Leaders" when they learn Chairman Mao's heirs made a deal with Texas Oil Men and 
Presidents to let peasants burn to death in gasoline for more oil money since Oct. 1980 !  
 
"Imagine" ------------ WOW !
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9-17-2006 Sunday --- Pope's Moslems comments killed a nun today - many more nuns will be 
killed now!

MOGADISHU, Somalia - Two gunmen killed an Italian nun and her bodyguard at a hospital 
Sunday

9-17-2006 Sunday --- Pope's Moslems comments killed a nun today - many more nuns will be 
killed now!

Pope Benedict XVI knows cops and kids burn in gasoline every day for more oil money - Pope 
gets some of this oil money for not exposing the suppression of the electric windmill car. Now 
the Pope has been seduced into attacking Moslems via the same "men" who seduced him into 
taking oil money in the $100's of billions for the Vatican Bank. While 100's of unknown's burn 
in fiery car wrecks in Rome and in every city around the World.  God has caught up with Pope 
Benedict XVI.

Pope Benedict XVI seduction by "Oil Men" got a nun and her bodyguard gunned down today, 
Sunday. Many more nuns will be gunned down by "Nigers" in Somalia... Moslems have $$$$$ 
Trillions of dollars in oil money, and it will be used to gun down Italian nuns decades after 
the electric windmill car was invented in 1980 and decades after Pope John Paul II sold his 
soul to Texas Oil Men for $ Billions of USD via oil profits. 

On  Monday 9-18-2006 Katie Couric at CBS will report this story and have some "orwellian" 
comment about "oil" and the "electric windmill car".

24 Nov. 2006 -----  C-5M Modernization program - 1st upgrade for 111 C5A planes, none to be 
upgraded to fight forest fires! 

This is another of Several Genocides by the current USA government.

24 Nov. 2006 General Electric CF6-80C2 jet engines should be fueled by Hydrogen gotten free 
from the Electric Windmill Cars, and Ships. 

The centerpiece of the Reliability Enhancement and Re-engining Program is the General 
Electric CF6-80C2 commercial engine. This engine delivers a 22 percent increase in thrust to 
the C-5M, a 30 percent shorter take-off roll, has a 58 percent faster climb rate and will allow 
significantly more cargo to be carried over longer distances.
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C-5M Modernization program - 1st upgrade for 111 C5A planes, none to be upgraded to fight 
forest fires!

George Shultz, vice president, Lockheed Martin C-5M Modernization knows about my idea to 
use 10 or 11 of these 111 Galaxy C5A C5M planes to fight forest fires world wide. Shultz, is guilty 
of going along with another gov. genocide. General Electric CEO who also owns MSNBC and 
NBC knows about my idea to use these planes to fight forest fires. And GE Jet Engines would be 
burning free hydrogen today if the electric windmill car was not suppressed by the government,

First thing after a successful Coup D'Etat on Bush is to expose all of Bush's several Genocides, all 
going on concurrently and all know by all of the Fortune 500 CEO's many who are profiting 
from Genocide money and bribes.

Ramsey is going to be on CBS Thanksgiving Saturday knowing the Boulder DA does not want the new IBM supercomputer installed last 
week at NCAR, nor does she ever what the gov. to abolish NCAR and give it and its scientists and 5 supercomputers to the DA's of the 
United States. Moscow is light years behind this technology as they can't even prevent more than a thousand alcohol poisoning deaths a 
month in Russia. Let alone catch the criminals making the Vodka advertised on American tv and made in Russia ... grin.

CNN international correspondent Christiane Amanpour and her State Dept husband got 
married in the same Italy Castle as Cruise's did last week. Did oil genocide money or bribes 
pay for this wedding, that cost millions?

Rice at the State Dept profits from 6 million white cops who have burned in gasoline or who 
will burn in gasoline - this will be exposed at the Oil Genocide Trials after a successful Coup 
D'Etat on Bush

Putin painted a grim picture of growing crime and increasingly corrupt and inept law enforcement officials, 
particularly from the Interior Ministry. In the first nine months of this year, more than 2.6 million crimes were 
registered, a 12 percent increase from the same period last year, he said. Petty crime jumped by 34 percent, 
while only 20 percent of premeditated murders were solved. "This happens because the field work done by 
detectives is insufficient and unsatisfactory ... and prosecutors do not pay attention to these circumstances," he 
said.

Risk of getting caught is small, as NCAR has all the supercomputers, scientists. And the DA in 
Moscow or Boulder can't abolish NCAR and take their supercomputers and scientists for the 
DA's Office. Five supercomputers are in Boulder Colorado at NCAR all used for weather. Yet they 
have not invented a way to keep lightning cloud to cloud and never will.

Putin said he did not poison the ex-spy in London for writing a book saying the KGB blew up 
the 300 apartment buildings, and that Putin killed Anna Politkovskaya though no newspaper 
in London or Moscow will comment on those with a face burned in gasoline or the 140k 
burned in gasoline in the USA in the last 10 years or the 6 Million Cops and Kids who will burn 
in gasoline by the time the Electric Windmill Car puts gasoline on in the Prohibition Laws. 
Especially when the world can have free hydrogen. No more Xcel or your Local Electric Utility. 

Take along a gallon of water in your Electric Windmill Car and you get Oxygen, and Hydrogen from free 
electrolysis. Take a canister of your free hydrogen made with your electric windmill car into your house and you 
will get free electricity and free fuel for your furnace and air conditioning. Xcel will be completely out of business 
- Our Public Service Co. ps Your Electric Windmill Car will be climate controlled just like your home so no more 
"Hot" cars and kids dying from being left in a hot car in the summer time... Doctors + Presidents have known 
about this spin off invention for the last 20 years and 100 kids a year have died in hot cars... Bush is sickening!

007 Movie The World is not Enough was about the Russian oil pipeline. Casino Royal is about 
how many people would you kill or double cross for oil genocide bribes from your government. 
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CU Law School and Medical School here in Boulder and Denver Colorado took bribes from the 
oil genocide men to let others burn in gasoline. University Presidents... now how much will it 
take to bribe you  to let others burn in gasoline for more oil money.

Only way Gen Pace can save his life and his Generals is to pull off a successful Coup D'Etat. Arrest Bush for 
burning 140k in fiery car wrecks and go on the "Today" Show at 7 am for 2 hours documenting the comments 
from Bush and the Texas and Saudi Oil men ... "Let them burn in gasoline... we need the oil money $$$$$$$$" Let 
them Eat Cake... French revolution will happen the next day and Moscow Cops will Kill Putin and his whole 
family after they find out the "Oil Czar" Putin is a worst mass murders of Russian surfs than the Russian Czar 
Lenin killed.

C-5M Modernization program - none to be upgraded to fight forest fires! 
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C-5M Modernization program - none to be upgraded to fight forest fires!

One Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford assembly line 

on Lennon's 66th BDay...

HANOI, Vietnam  18 Nov. 2006 Bush in Hanoi web page

9 Nov 2006 ------ Rumsfeld has his own "Universe". Those burned in gasoline and forest fires 
had no chance of being saved by Rumsfeld as he is a "Mad Man" traveling light years to 
Baghdad not Alpha Centauri. But he was not fired by Bush for this. Bush fired him for not 
winning the war! Gates will not convert Rumsfelds C5A to fight forest fires and Gates will not 
expose the suppression of the electric windmill car and save those who will burn in gasoline 
today.

Nancy Pelosi has 5 kids and 5 grandchildren none have been burned in gasoline and she 
does not care about the "observers" kids who will burn in gasoline today. Let someone else's 
kids burn in gasoline as long as Nancy Pelosi' S kids don't burn in a fiery car wreck. She is a 
typical "women observer" in a sick "Orwellian Society" that has burned more than 140,000 cops 
and kids in fiery car wrecks since the invention of the electric windmill car in Oct. of 1980.

 General Pace observed what happened to his boss Rumsfeld but General Pace is also in his own 
"military Universe". he can not see that Bush and the Texas and Saudi Oil men will let him 
and his Generals Hang for burning 140k in gasoline for more oil money. Only way Gen Pace 
can save his life and his Generals is to pull off a successful Coup D'Etat. Arrest Bush for burning 
140k in fiery car wrecks and go on the "Today" Show at 7 am for 2 hours documenting the 
comments from Bush and the Texas and Saudi Oil men ... "Let them burn in gasoline... we 
need the oil money $$$$$$$$" Let them Eat Cake... French revolution will happen the next day 
and Moscow Cops will Kill Putin and his whole family after they find out the "Oil Czar" Putin is 
a worst mass murders of Russian surfs than the Russian Czar Lenin killed.

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 
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6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline 

My Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3006 

 

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.   

 

General Pace Postcard with Kerry, Kennedy + Burnt Cop

Quid Pro Quo $10 Billion in Oil bribes for Colorado alone... Quid Pro Quo 

www.electricwindmillcar.com    

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

New mp3 Boss poetry reading

Katie Couric CBS News 9-11-2006 - Genocide via Oil Men

1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car

1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car coming off the Ford assembly line on Lennon's 66th BDay if 
Yoke would have exposed its suppression. 10-9-2006 Lennon's 66th BDay
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10-9-2006 Yoko went from the Pearl Street Mall to REYKJAVIK, for John Lennon's 66th BDay 
almost the exact day I invented the Electric Windmill Car in 1980, Lennon was killed in 1980 - 
Ford would be celebrating the 1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car coming off the Ford assembly 
line on Lennon's 66th BDay if Yoke would have exposed its suppression. So much for her $50k 
award in Lennon's memory to Doctors Without Borders, a group of MD's who also know Bush 
sold organs to Saudi Princes while Americans waiting for the same organs died. This is sick... 
Yoko and the Doctors, in a World without the 1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car coming off the 
Ford assembly line on Monday 10-9-2006.

   

Anna Politkovskaya with a face burnt in gasoline from a fiery rearend car wreck like the 
burnt cop pictured above.... This story will be suppressed from the New York Times on 10-9-2006, 
though Anna's picture will appear in the New York Times on Columbus Day.
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10-9-2006 Columbus Day will be Alpha Centauri Day when the Bush's quit buying Aircraft 
Carriers and start buying a fleet of 700 Shuttles for NASA... I can't believe NASA did not expose 
the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car yesterday when Bush christened his newest "War 
Toy" paid for by "Oil Genocide" money that has left 10's of thousands of Americans with burnt 
faces like the cop above. NASA will hang for this just like the Senators who knew about Foley 
will hang. 

 

10-9-2006 700 Bush Air Craft Carriers in 2006 when we need 700 Shuttles more than more War 
Toys for Bush.... in an Era that should be christening the 1 Billionth Electric Windmill Car off 
the Ford assembly line -  Bush Genocide a father and son Genocide and either could of 
prevented 9-11 with the Electric Windmill Car.

10-9-2006 Anna Politkovskaya a Journalists in Moscow didn't tear up any of my web posters of 
Officer Jason with his burnt face pictured above like the Daily Camera Newspaper journalists 
did, but she has know for 20 years that more cops in Moscow have burns from fiery car wrecks 
than American Cops and has helped Putin stifle this news... Putin is stifling 1 Billion Electric 
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Windmill Cars coming off the Ford assembly line. Putin and his whole family will be killed, 
like Anna Politkovskaya was kill but for being a Czar of Russia killing the surfs (cops) for more 
Oil Genocide Money. Picture Anna Politkovskaya below with a face burnt in gasoline from a 
fiery rearend car wreck like the burnt cop pictured above....

   

Anna Politkovskaya with a face burnt in gasoline from a fiery rearend car wreck like the 
burnt cop pictured above.... This story will be suppressed from the New York Times on 10-9-2006, 
though Anna's picture will appear in the New York Times on Columbus Day.

Newspaper Novaya Gazeta Alexander Lebedev, who owns a large minority stake in the paper, offered 
to pay a reward of 25 million roubles ($933,500) for information about those who ordered 
and carried out Politkovskaya's assassination

Newspaper Journalists and owners know who burnt Officers Jason's face for more oil money.

10-9-2006 Yoko

The Imagine Peace Tower, an idea Ono conceived more than 40 years ago, will be built on the 
isle of Videy in partnership with Reykjavik utility Orkuveita Reykjavikur. 

  

The base from which the beam of electric light will rise will be filled with prayers from people of 
all nations. Its debut is set for Lennon's birthday next year. 

  

Ono said her enchantment with Iceland was based on the fact that the country uses water, not 
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oil, to create light and power and that its heat comes from geothermal energy. 

10-9-2006 Farrah Fawcett has cancer probably caused from red meat, Katie Couric on 10-9-
2006 will mention this if Katie's research confirms it - 10's of thousands die from eating red 
meat... another government ok'ed genocide for more oil money... more money from Texas 
Cattle, sorry not Texas Oil - grin.

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years 
Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 
Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 
Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 
Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years 

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.   

The fiery tanker below... burning in the flames in the black smoke you can see the small flames 
from the SUV. This will be cloned every day in 2006 sometimes twice a day for 365 days. 

The fiery tanker... burning in the flames in the black smoke you can see the small flames from 
the SUV. This will be cloned every day in 2006 sometimes twice a day for 365 days. Boss poem 

and poetry reading is based on those burning in the small flames of their SUV in this picture... 
while those in Colorado get $1 billion in bribes to go along with the suppression of the Electric 
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Windmill Car.

Restitution, like other legal responses, can be triggered by any one of a variety of causative events. These are events in 
the real world which trigger a legal response. Broadly speaking, an obligation to make restitution can be triggered by 
two different types of causative event one is letting tens of thousands of women and kids burn in fiery car wrecks since 
October of 1980 when the electric windmill car was invented second all the lost social inventions that would of been 
made with the euphoria growing up with the electric windmill car.  

For This - Generals have suppressed 10 Billion Galaxies 

 

9-30-2006 Greg's post BDay news

No wives or dentures on my 59th BDay from anyone in this Orwellian Society. 

Yale student paper had a story about painful bone marrow donation drive and no paragraph 
about a invention project to make donating bone marrow painless.  Yale has $18 billion in its 
foundation and earned $2 billion - no mention if Yale earned this from "Oil" while helping to 
suppress the Electric Windmill Car. If they did the Post Oil Genocide Government of the USA will 
take away this $18 billion and use it to build a new Yale - Medical School building I will 
design... grin. ps I was born at Yale New Haven Med School.

Yoko has been up and down the Pearl Street Mall here in Boulder, as she opened a John 
Lennon gallery at 9th and Pearl. So Yoko has seen the posters of the burnt cop above as I put up 
1k a block from John Lennon's new gallery. "Imagine"

Leno joke about Saudi Terrorists and Bush making them VIP students at Yale... ha

747 Forest fighting plane on news video dropping 10 times more fire retardants than a small 
plane and news that this 747 is not being used on the current forest fire because FEMA type 
government agency has not certified it on federal lands... Bush must not know about this .... 
grin. You can search Google groups and find this message from Greg - for the forest fire that 
killed 20 several years ago... "FEMA" knew how to fight forest fires with 747's and Rumsfelds C5A 
Galaxy 10 years ago.

CBS Katie Couric news about the government going to spent $100k on bionic legs for all the 
troops blown up in Iraq, no mention at all by Katie about cops burnt faces from fiery car 
wrecks.... government has no face transplant for these causalities of the Oil Genocide War.

Kissinger in the news - he has been suppressing the Electric Windmill Car since 1980 and 
caused the Jews to lose the State of Israel - After the Oil Genocide Trials the UN will strip Israel 
of its State for not exposing this Oil Genocide and from making $100's of billions from oil and 
gasoline while 10's of thousands got burnt in fiery car wrecks.

CBS Katie Couric news about student loans but Katie did not mention the University would be 
free if the Electric Windmill Car was on the streets of the USA.

Pentagon did not comment about 9-11 and the Electric Windmill Car... who could of 
prevented 9-11  This will not be truthful NEWS until the Electric Windmill Car is on the streets 
of the USA and oil is 10 cents a gallon.... "Imagine" the Pentagon commenting about 9-11 and 
the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car since its invention in 1980!
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9-30-2006 Greg's post BDay news

No wives or dentures on my 59th BDay from anyone in this Orwellian Society. 

9-30-2006 Greg's post BDay news

9-27-2006 Greg's 59th BDay 
 
9-27-2006 Greg's 59th BDay ----- 59 Light Years nearest Earth. NASA's Paradise Lost - 700 
Shuttles lost via politics. 

Free University education and Health care is only for those born in Saudi Arabia, now Bush 
wants all Saudi students in the USA to be treated like VIP's. Politics to get free Health Care and 
Universities here depends on who exposes the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car invented 
in October of 1980. 

And who makes the documentary film about the story of the Presidents who seduced the KGB, 
CIA, FBI into going along with a genocide that burnt 10's of thousands in gasoline since 
1980.... few Pintos with exploding gas tanks made the CBS news. 10's of thousands burned in 
fiery car wrecks have been suppressed by The President and all his men and women since 1980, 
for more oil money. 

CBS goes along with this suppression every time Katie Couric reports the nightly national news. 
Pentagon was in the news all last week saying 9-11 attack could not have been prevented by 
the Pentagon... except if Rumsfeld and his Generals had exposed the suppression of the Electric 
Windmill Car in 1980... 

Ecoli kills 5k a year, mostly from meat, milk, and now spinach. If the Electric Windmill Car 
was not suppressed in 1980 all these lives wouldn't have been lost because I would have invent 
something to prevent Ecoli or cure it. 

Instead the USA government made Bill Gates the richest man on Earth who now kills 10's of 
thousands of aspiring inventors a month. 

Chinese government just made a government film about Japan attacking China and the 
trials... A Chinese film about the trial of Japanese WWII war criminals opened at cinemas and 
on the campuses of 100 universities in China on Monday, Xinhua reported. The film was 
released to mark the 75th anniversary of the start of Japan's armed invasion of China. The 
Chinese film about the trial of Hu for gasoline genocide will be made by me after the Electric 
Windmill Car is exposed, I will have dramatic scenes of Hu watching fiery car and gasoline 
tanker wrecks and commenting we need the oil money more than we need the people. Same 
comments Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush made about fiery gasoline tanker wrecks 
in the USA since 1980. 

Law and Medicine have been corrupted so much since 1980 that today they are both 
responsible for 10's of thousands of deaths and injuries every month of the year. 

UN is a Leno joke; we wait for the real Alien to burst out or the Astronauts chest when they 
collapse at the podium on return from the space station mission. 

700 shuttles docked together like a coal train has been lost by the coal mine owners of the 
world. 

Hydrogen jet fuel produced for free by taking along a gallon of water in your electric 
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windmill car. 

Putin orders reforms after a 84 car pile up, but this does not include air bags on the outside of 
semi trucks, cement trucks, SUV's when he has know about this idea of mine for the last 10 
years. All Moscow side walks will be replace with concrete ones with heating elements after the 
next Russian Revolution that kills the Oil Czar (Putin) and his entire family. 

Senator McCain will end his life in a Federal Prison worst than the one he spent 7 years in 
during the Vietnam War. 

Only Russians will kill the Oil Czar and his entire family who profited from Oil. 

Here in Boulder Colorado the Daily Camera newspaper reporters tore up Officers Jason's 
pictured above when I put up posters of this web page on the Pearl Street Mall, which is next to 
the newspaper HQ. Only a man could destroy a picture of a cop burnt in gasoline when his cop 
car was rear ended, a women even a women in this Orwellian Society would not have torn up 
the cops picture above. 

A woman in this Orwellian Society will marry the inventor of the Electric Windmill Car on 9-
27-2006 if I get the BDay present I want the most... 

I will seduce her to "invent something" that has been lost by oil and military inventions. 

Wives on my 59th BDay to inspire NASA to kill the Oil Czar who paid them off, they corrupted 
the UN for more oil money via burnt cops... 10's of thousands for more oil money the worst 
Genocide ever on Earth.

Oil Men seduced the Pope into getting Italian Nuns killed in retaliation for his rhetoric 
written by Bush. 

What kind of women would marry the inventor of the Electric Windmill Car after observing 
him on hidden cameras being stifled and suppressed from getting the cure for cancer and 
gravity control? 

Women who wouldn't ever even think of destroying a poster of a cop with a burnt face he got so 
others could get more oil money. 

The richest man on Earth profited from those burnt in fiery car wrecks, then he got married 
and she went along with profiting from oil and software. This is not the "kind" of wife I want 
to marry. Paul McCartney also married the wrong "kind" of woman and let Linda die of breast 
cancer I could of cured the world of breast cancer if only Paul had exposed the suppression of 
the Electric Windmill Car in 1980. 

Pentagon could of prevented 9-11 with the Electric Windmill Car. I can't wait for the CBS news 
with Katie Couric on 9-27-2006. George Orwell will be writing the news on my 59th BDay. 
 

 

Please send cash or check to

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306
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Any donation will help me expose the electric windmill car,

thanks

© Copyright 2006
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